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One Stop Shopping from Jaeger

Comprehensive back-volume service saves you time, money and effort.

Get everything you need from one source, with one call. Our huge back-volume warehouse, in combination with ready-access to publishers' inventories, second-hand sources and personal collections, helps us to maintain the highest fulfillment rate in the field.

And, with an error-free guarantee that pays you $25 if the order we ship is incorrect, it’s easy to see why Jaeger has earned a worldwide reputation for dependability. For details, write, call or FAX us today.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
New WATS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500
FAX 516-543-1537
Connect with superior service.

Make the connection to YBP with FOLIO
FOLIO, YBP's on-line information service, is an extension of our commitment to superior service through quality book fulfillment, technology, and personal attention.

Access FOLIO via the Internet
Both approval plan and firm order customers can connect with YBP through the Internet or via direct dial access. FOLIO currently provides access to the YBP approval plan database with acquisitions and bibliographic information for all types of approval material, including:

- Access titles on order with publishers, titles currently in-process, and titles that have been shipped on approval over the past 24 months.
- Search by LC classification, imprint, author, title, subject headings, series, bibliographic notes, and ISBN.
- View complete bibliographic data and approval shipment history.
- Enter orders and transmit via the Internet.

In Partnership with Libraries
Working in partnership with the library and publishing communities, YBP continues to develop FOLIO and our other technical services to meet your library's needs, including:

- E-mail: “Talk” with YBP by E-mail via the Internet
- Electronic ordering with our software or via acquisitions system interfaces
- For books and notification slips supplied: Library of Congress MARC records, YBP bibliographic records in MARC format, and Innovative Interfaces bibliographic record transmission
- Machine-readable management reporting

Yankee Book Peddler, Inc. is a full-service book wholesaler committed to providing superior approval plan, firm order, retrospective selection, serial standing order, and automated support services to university, college, and public libraries around the world.

YBP
999 Maple Street
Contoocook, NH 03229 U.S.A.
(603) 746-3102 Fax (603) 746-5628
U.S. and Canada
(800) 258-3774
Corporate E-mail: ybp@office.ybp.com
Technical Support: tecsrv@office.ybp.com
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Announcing Two New Major Reference Works
From Pergamon Press

Special Pre-Publication Offer: Save $670!

**COMPREHENSIVE ROCK ENGINEERING**
Principles, Practice & Projects

Editor-in-Chief: John A. Hudson
Senior Editors: E.T. Brown, C. Fairhurst, & E. Hoek
To be published complete in five volumes

Written and edited by eminent researchers, *Comprehensive Rock Engineering* will be the quintessential reference work for anyone involved in rock engineering and its applications in both academic and industrial settings. The comprehensive coverage and full indexes will make this an indispensable resource for practicing rock, civil and structural engineers.

4500 pages (approx.) in five volumes
Anticipated publication date: July 1993
Pre-publication price: $1580.00
Hardcover
List Price: $2250.00
Pre-publication offer expires June 30, 1993

---

Special Pre-Publication Offer: Save $770!

**THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS**

Editor-in-Chief: R.E. Asher
Coordinating Editor: J.M.Y. Simpson
To be published complete in ten volumes

The Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics meets the need for a truly international work of reference in the fields of linguistics and language studies. Alphabetically organized, the work consists of ten volumes, each with more than 500 large format pages, together with an index volume. The index volume contains a contributor index, a three-level subject index, a systematic outline of the *Encyclopedia*, an article on the bibliographic sources of information in linguistics and language studies and a glossary of technical terms used in the field. International in scope and approach, there will be over 1,000 contributors representing more than 50 countries. This will be an invaluable reference for faculty, language specialists, researchers and students.

6000 pages (approx.) in ten volumes
Anticipated publication date: November 1993
Pre-publication price: $2950.00
Hardcover
List Price: $3720.00
Pre-publication offer expires November 30, 1993

---

For a descriptive brochure, write to:
Pergamon Press Inc.: 660 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-5153 USA
Pergamon Press Ltd.: Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, England
A member of the Elsevier Science Publishing Group
YOUR SINGLE SOURCE

for

CD'S, CASSETTES, VIDEOCASSETTES & LASERDISCS
(over 6300 labels)

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE

for

PROFESSIONALLY PRODUCED AACR2 A/V CATALOGING

Professional Media is the academic and music library's best source for single-source order fulfillment of all genres of sound and video recordings. Serving some of the largest ARL and public libraries, Professional Media's high quality cataloging - available for EVERY recording supplied - can eliminate and prevent backlogs.

Electronic ordering, using the world's only complete, online audio and video acquisitions database, is available to library customers at no charge. A/V EXPRESS requires minimal equipment and even provides toll-free communications. Interfaces with several library automation systems are operational.

Your library can save time, money and effort. No minimum order is required; just send PMSC your next order, or call for additional information. Toll free customer service and fax lines are at your service, as is PMSC's staff of experienced professionals.

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA SERVICE CORP.:  

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE

for

A/V MATERIALS and CATALOGING

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA SERVICE CORP.
19122 S. VERMONT AVE., GARDENA, CA 90248
TOLL-FREE (800) 223-7672; (310) 532-9024
TOLL-FREE FAX (800) 253-8853; (310) 532-0131
Sometimes the right partner can make all the difference.

Most subscription agencies offer the basics – consolidation of orders, prepayment, claiming. And some agencies promise automation, like online ordering and searchable title files. But only one agency delivers all that, plus something special...

Introducing the **Readmore Partnership**... the unique team approach that makes all the difference between standard service and peak performance.

With Readmore Academic, you've got a partner in serials management. Your Readmore Account Executive personally assists with all your day-to-day serials activities. The Academic Specialist is your liaison to Readmore's top management and publishers worldwide. And Readmore's technical team, working behind the scenes, uses state-of-the-art technology to bring you innovative services.

So don't go it alone. You know your collection, your library, your patrons and policies. We've got the experience with serials, automation, the global publishing industry plus all the resources of the international B.H. Blackwell group.

Together, we can build a customized package of services, systems and reports to meet your specific needs...keep you informed...and solve problems before they become problems.

Call 1 800-645-6595 today for more information about **Readmore Academic** subscription services. And see how the right partner can make all the difference for your library.

**READMORE ACADEMIC**
Your Partner in Serials Management

1933 Blackhorse Pike, Turnersville, New Jersey 08012
Receive first class treatment at Ballen...

no matter what your size.

Whether your order is for a thousand books or just one, whether you are a prestigious university, medical school, or a little-known junior college, every Ballen customer receives our legendary one-to-one customized service.

That means you’ll have a personal Ballen customer service representative to answer questions, report status and solve problems. You’ll have a specific location in our staging area for maximum quality control. You’ll have instant access to important information through BallenNet™, our interactive on-line service for order entry data and current order status. Even direct telephone access to a Ballen corporate officer, if necessary.

And despite our elephantine inventory of over 100,000 titles, with thousands of books shipped every week, our return rate squeaks in at less than 1% — the industry’s lowest.

Find out how you can reap the big benefits of Ballen’s personal service. Call Toll-Free (800) 645-5237 or Fax (516) 864-5850.

BALLEN BOOKSELLERS INTERNATIONAL INC.
125 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Need selection information faster than ever before?

Need that information in greater depth than ever before?

Elsevier Science Publishers meets those needs with the development of our exciting new catalog on CD ROM focused on providing you the librarian with precisely that level of bibliographic information that will enable you to serve your users' needs with a facility you've never had before.

Try out this CD and see how a search of our catalog can give you extensive bibliographies in minutes for some of the world's most specific research needs.

During your busy schedule at the 112th Annual Meeting of the American Library Association, make time to stop by the Elsevier booth (#1002) for a quick demonstration of this exciting 1993 Catalog on CD ROM.
Get the articles you need quickly and easily.

Introducing Faxon Finder table of contents and Faxon Xpress document delivery services.

As easily as you could pull a journal from your shelf, you can order an article for delivery with Faxon Xpress™. Start by choosing from among our 9,000 journal titles and 2.5 million articles available in the Faxon Finder™ database. Then simply press the order key from the menu. It’s that easy to get speedy delivery of your articles.

Specially developed software and scanning workstations are used to send documents, ensuring the highest resolution and legibility possible. And your scanned articles can be delivered to any common fax machine. Best of all, Faxon Xpress pays a fee to the publisher for each copy of a copyrighted article.

Call us today at 1-800-766-0039, ext. 753 to learn more about how these new electronic information services can benefit you.

The Faxon Company
15 Southwest Park
Westwood, MA 02090
1-800-766-0039, ext. 753

Faxon Finder and Faxon Xpress are trademarks of Faxon Research Services, Inc.
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE 90's
AND FOR THE LIBRARIES
OF TOMORROW

BLACKWELL’S PROUDLY INTRODUCES...

FOR COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

BLACKWELL'S
TOC ONLINE

Blackwell's New Titles Online database now includes Tables of Contents and Descriptive Summaries for new and forthcoming scholarly monographs.

- Browse the contents pages before placing the order
- View the publisher's title description
- Order the title electronically
- Insure a title is included on approval
- Access through the INTERNET

FOR PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOGS

BLACKWELL'S
TOC 505

Blackwell's MARC With Books® service now offers LC-MARC records enriched with Tables of Contents.

- Enhance subject access
- Improved chapter-level author access
- View contents & summaries in your PAC before searching the shelves
- Increase interlibrary loan efficiency

FIND OUT HOW EASY AND COST EFFECTIVE IT CAN BE TO GET CONTENTS INFORMATION TO BOTH YOUR STAFF AND PATRONS TODAY!

BLACKWELL
NORTH AMERICA, INC.
TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

6024 SW Jean Road, Building G, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035. Telephone: 503-684-1140 Fax: 503-639-2481
Librarians... Complete your collection of

**ANNUAL REVIEWS**

Annual Reviews is pleased to announce that all back volumes published prior to January 1, 1992, and still in print, are now available for half the retail price. Postmark orders by December 31, 1993.

In the past it has been the policy of Annual Reviews to maintain an extensive inventory of back volumes. With the introduction of our new document delivery service, Annual Reviews Preprints and Reprints (ARPR), and the availability through that service of any article ever published by Annual Reviews, a smaller stock of back volumes will now be kept on hand and half price sales are likely to be infrequent. Don’t miss this opportunity to complete, or begin, a collection of some of the most comprehensive, useful, and frequently cited reference books in 26 fields of science.

**SALE VOLUMES**

All Annual Review volumes in print, and published prior to January 1, 1992.

Note: Limited quantities of some volumes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Review of:</th>
<th>Sale price</th>
<th>Retail price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USA / other countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANTHROPOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1973-79) | $20.50 / $23.00 | $41 / $46 |

**ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS**

| Vols. | (1966-67) | $26.50 / $29.00 | $53 / $58 |
| Vols. | (1978-81) | $26.50 / $29.00 | $53 / $58 |

**BIOCHEMISTRY**

| Vols. | (1961-65) | $20.50 / $23.50 | $41 / $47 |
| Vols. | (1967-69) | $20.50 / $23.50 | $41 / $47 |

**BIOPHYSICS AND BIOMOLECULAR STRUCTURE**

| Vols. | (1972-81) | $27.50 / $30.00 | $55 / $60 |

**CELL BIOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1985-91) | $20.50 / $23.00 | $41 / $46 |

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**

| Vols. | (1986-87) | $20.50 / $23.00 | $41 / $46 |
| Vols. | (1988-89) | $23.50 / $26.00 | $47 / $52 |

**EARTH AND PLANETARY SCIENCES**

| Vols. | (1973-91) | $27.50 / $30.00 | $55 / $60 |

**ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS**

| Vols. | (1971-81) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |
| Vols. | (1983-87) | $20.00 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT**

| Vols. | (1976-85) | $32.00 / $34.50 | $64 / $69 |

**ENTOMOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1965-71) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |
| Vols. | (1973-75) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**FLUID MECHANICS**

| Vols. | (1970-71) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |
| Vols. | (1977-81) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**GENETICS**

| Vols. | (1967-78) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**IMMUNOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1983-87) | $20.50 / $23.00 | $41 / $46 |

**MEDICINE**

| Vols. | (1958-64) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |
| Vols. | (1966-69) | $20.50 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**MICROBIOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1967-70) | $20.50 / $23.00 | $41 / $46 |

**NEUROSCIENCE**

| Vols. | (1978-81) | $20.00 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE SCIENCE**

| Vols. | (1962-91) | $27.50 / $30.00 | $55 / $60 |

**NUTRITION**

| Vols. | (1981-91) | $21.50 / $24.00 | $43 / $48 |

**PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1962-63, 65-91) | $20.00 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY**

| Vols. | (1961-70, 72-76) | $22.00 / $24.50 | $44 / $49 |
| Vols. | (1978-81) | $22.00 / $24.50 | $44 / $49 |

**PHYSIOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1957-91) | $21.00 / $23.50 | $42 / $47 |

**PHYTOPATHOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1965-82, 84-91) | $21.00 / $23.50 | $42 / $47 |

**PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1966-72, 75-78) | $20.00 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |
| Vols. | (1980-91) | $20.00 / $22.50 | $40 / $45 |

**PSYCHOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1953, 54, 57, 59, 71-73, 75-79) | $22.00 / $25.00 | $45 / $50 |
| Vols. | (1982-91) | $22.00 / $25.00 | $45 / $50 |

**PUBLIC HEALTH**

| Vols. | (1980-91) | $22.50 / $25.00 | $45 / $50 |

**SOCIOLOGY**

| Vols. | (1975-91) | $22.50 / $25.00 | $45 / $50 |

Available direct from...

**ANNUAL REVIEWS INC.**

a nonprofit scientific publisher since 1932

4139 El Camino Way • P.O. Box 10139
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0897

CALL TOLL FREE

**1-800-523-8635**

from anywhere in the USA or Canada,
Monday - Friday, 8am - 4pm, Pacific Time.

Or fax us 1-415-855-9815 24 hours a day.

• Payment must accompany orders. California residents add applicable sales tax. Canadian orders add 7% GST.
• For information about current volumes, request a free copy of our 1993 catalog, Annual Review of Annual Reviews.
• For information about individual articles through ARPR call 1-800-347-8007 or 1-415-259-5017.
Contents

Chapter 1. Preparing for a Journey Through Deterministic Chaos and Complex Systems • Deterministic Chaos • Complexity and the Failure of Reductionism • Pure Mathematics and Crazy Numbers • What is the Point of Geometry? • Painting a Rainbow by Tracking Vanishing Pixels in Linespace • Beware of Averages! • Noisy Telephone Lines and Cantorian Dusts • Monte Carlo Explorations with a Cluster of Drunks • Empirical Facts and General Truths • Escape from Time Space Into Phase Space Exercises • Chapter 2. Mandelbrot Sets, Julia Lace and Fatou Dusts • An Odyssey in a Geometric Understanding • The Mandelbrot Set • A Prison for Reckless Pixels • Julia Lace and Fatou Dusts • Chapter 3. The Normal Distribution of Drunks • Can Tumbling Coins Tell Us Anything About Staggering Drunks? • Self-similar (often Meaningless) Patterns in Random Time Sequences • Technical Names for the Bell Curve • Mathematical Description of the Structure of the Gaussian Probability Curve • Stretching Data Mathematically with Gaussian Probability Graph Paper • When are we Likely to Encounter Gaussian Probability Distributions in Stochastic Systems • Gaussianly Scattered Drunks • Gaussian Variations in the Structure of Powder Mixtures • Using the Gaussian Probability Curve to Characterize Uncertainty in Experimental Data • The Power of a Self-cancelling Error to Improve Experimentally Based Estimates of a Physical Quantity • Using Dot Counting to Estimate Irregular Areas • Finding the Percentage of a Given Material in an Ore • Aperture Size Distribution in a Woven Wire Sieve • Characterizing The Weight Variation in a Population of Candy Covered Chocolate Buttons • Buffon’s Needle • A Surprising Pattern of Events • Exploiting the Efficiency of Antithetic Variates to Improve the Efficiency of the Estimates of π by Buffon’s Needle Experiments • How Much Work is Needed to Improve One’s Confidence in an Average Value? • Exercises • Chapter 4. The Rare Events of Cooperative Chaos • Die or Quit — A Desperate Gamble • The Surprise of a (Half) Lifetime! • Making Things Normal Again with Logarithms • How Long is a Game of Snakes and Ladders? • Exercises • Chapter 5. Prussian Horses and Fishy Statistics • Death Rates from Horse Kicks in the Prussian Cavalry • Using Poisson Graph Paper in the Assessment of Dust Deposition Density in Air Pollution Studies • Stingy with the Yellow Buttons? • Using Poisson Trackers to Monitor Chaos in a Powdered Black • Segregated and Tumbled Jelly Beans • A Cautionary Tale of Tails • Exercises • Chapter 6. Rubber Number Logic and the Swinging Mouse • The Dimensions of Reality: Topology, Topography & Stretched Relationships • Stokes’ Law Versus Galileo’s Rubber Number Logic for Studying the Flow of Viscous Fluid Through Pipes • Dimensionless Numbers as Indicators of Similar Structure and Behavior • Exercises • Chapter 7. Congregating Drunks, Soot and Other Pigments • Congregating Drunks Create Surprising Patterns! • Characterizing the Structure of Fractal Agglomerates • Fractal Fingers Generated by Electrolytic Deposition • Creating Fractal Figures of Moving Fluid in a Bifurcation of a Shaw Cell • Exercises • Chapter 8. Infinite Geometries and Other Wiggly Lines • Easy Questions and Impossible Answers • Beware! Richardson Plots May Have More Than One Straight Line Data Relationship Lurking in the Scatter of the Data Points! • Characterizing Profiles Which Manifest Various Fractal Structures Around Their Perimeter • Estimating Fractal Dimensions by Penny Plating Processes • Mosaic Agglomeration — Another Variation of the Minkowski Sausage Method for Characterizing River Curves • Fractal Ribbons and Manitoulin Island • How to Tell a Vulcan from Another Carbon Black • Putting Fractal Dimensions to Work in Applied Science • More Ideas for Putting Fractals to Work • Exercises • Chapter 9. Invisible Carpets, Swiss Cheese and a Slice of Bread • Fractalicious Bread and Cheese • Exploring the Fractal Structure of Fats and Filters • Characterizing the Porous Nature of Bone and Sandstone • Exercises • Chapter 10. A New Wrinkle on Surface Fractals • Characterizing Canyons and the Effect of Sunshine • Simulating Passeja’s Method for Studying the Roughness of Metal Fractures • How Many Islands Are There in a Lake? • Exercises • Chapter 11. Zipf’s Law and the Surprising Patterns of Word Occurrences • Hyperbolic Word Frequencies • The Size Distribution of Population Centers • Beware of Precursor Thinking • Levy Flights — A Generalization of Brownian Motion • Exercises • Chapter 12. Climbing Fig Trees to Discover Fascinating Numbers • Magic Numbers for Communicating with Space Aliens • Population Ecology • Maltese Crosses • Running Scared to War • Exercises • Chapter 13. Coincidences, Clusters and Catastrophes • Strange Coincidences and Significiant Clusters • Simulating Significant and Nonsignificant Patterns of Accidents and Disasters • The Importance of Understanding Coincidences and Clustering in Fine Particle Science • The Catastrophic Behavior of Dropping Taps and Tumbling Rocks • Avalanches and Earthquakes • Exercises • Chapter 14. Mathematical Watersheds and Rooting Around in Drainage Basins • The Concepts of Fluctuations • Using Newton’s Method for Discovering the Roots of Equations • Chapter 15. Fourier Analysis, Fractal Dimension and Formation Dynamics • Hot Rocks and Musical Notes • Harmonious Rocks and Fractal Profiles • Reduction Analysis, Fractal Structure and Fortune Hunting.
A n international publishing event, *The Encyclopedia of Software Engineering*, First Edition, is the most comprehensive reference on this subject ever published. Indeed, this two volume encyclopedia not only compiles an unprecedented amount of information, but in its breadth, scope, attention to detail and organization, this work goes a long way in actually defining the field.

A truly landmark publication, *The Encyclopedia of Software Engineering* sets the standard for reference works in this exciting new field.

**COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE OF THE MAJOR TOPICAL AREAS**

- Acquisition Management
- Artificial Intelligence in Software Engineering
- CASE
- Computer Security
- Configuration Management
- Cost Estimation
- Data Rights
- Database Management Systems in Engineering
- Design
- Implementation
- Maintenance
- Measurement
- Milestones in Software engineering
- Performance Engineering
- Project Management
- Quality
- Quality Assurance
- Requirements Analysis
- Reuse
- Risk Management
- Safety
- Software Engineering
- Software Engineering Environments
- Software Reliability Engineering
- Software Reliability Theory
- Testing

**EDITORIAL BOARD**

- **Bill Curtis**
  - Software Engineering Inst.
  - Carnegie Mellon Univ.
  - Univ.
  - Pittsburgh, PA

- **Richard Fairley**
  - Software Eng. Associates
  - Woodland Park, CO

- **Harian Mills**
  - Florida Inst. of Tech.
  - Vero Beach, FL

- **Martyn Ould**
  - Praxis
  - Bath, United Kingdom

- **Jean-Claude Rault**
  - EC2
  - Paris, France

- **Howard Eisner**
  - Dept. of Science
  - The George Washington
  - Washington, D.C.

- **Norman E. Gibbs**
  - Software Engineering Inst.
  - Carnegie Mellon Univ.
  - Pittsburgh, PA

- **John Musa**
  - AT & T Bell Labs
  - Murray Hill, NJ

- **Jane Radatz**
  - Logicon, Inc.
  - San Diego, CA

- **Walt Scacchi**
  - Univ. of S. California
  - Los Angeles, CA

Pre-pub Offer is available through your library vendor.
Applied and Computational Harmonic Analysis
*Time Frequency and Time-Scale Analysis, Wavelets, Numerical Algorithms, and Applications*

Publishes high-quality papers in all areas related to the applied and computational aspects of harmonic analysis.

Volume 1 (1993), 4 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $184.00
All other countries: $221.00
ISSN 1063-5203

**Journal of Magnetic Resonance Series B**

Emphasizes methods, data, and substances of concern to those working with systems of biological or biochemical significance.

Volumes 101–102 (1993), 6 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $272.00
All other countries: $330.00
ISSN 1064-1866

**Special 1993 Introductory Offer**

*Subscribe to Journal of Magnetic Resonance, Series A and receive a free one-year subscription to Journal of Magnetic Resonance, Series B in 1993*

**Journal of Magnetic Resonance Series A**

Volumes 101–105 (1993), 15 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $990.00
All other countries: $1179.00
ISSN 1064-1858

---

**Drug Targeting and Delivery**

Focuses on drug delivery technology at the theoretical as well as the practical level.

Volume 1 (1993), 2 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $72.00
All other countries: $82.00
ISSN 1058-241X

**ImmunoMethods**

Provides focused, detailed, and authoritative reports on immunological methods and their applications.

Volumes 2–3 (1993), 6 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $132.00
All other countries: $164.00
ISSN 1058-6687

**Journal of Technology in Mathematics**

Focuses on research related to the use of existing and future technologies in mathematics research, instruction, and learning.

Volume 1 (1992/1993), 4 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $150.00
All other countries: $181.00
ISSN 1055-789X

**NeuroImage**

Focuses on the visualization of all neuroscientific data.

Volume 1 (1992/1993), 4 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $235.00
All other countries: $261.00
ISSN 1053-8119

**NeuroProtocols**

*A Companion to Methods in Neurosciences*

Provides methodology of central significance to the neurosciences.

Volumes 2–3 (1993), 6 issues
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $132.00
All other countries: $164.00
ISSN 1058-6741
MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure “black hole,”
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:
- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for
- Firm Orders
- Standing Orders
- Approval Programs
- Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 • USA
800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009